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Minerals Council of Australia 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Between 2005 and 2013 Australia went through the biggest resources investment boom in its history 
with over $423 billion of investment into the Australian resources sector (including minerals and 
petroleum projects).  However, less than 4 per cent of this capital expenditure was directed into the 
Northern Territory and no new major mining operations were started in this period.  
 
The NT holds some of the richest mineral deposits in the world.  However, the relatively small share 
of mining investment coming to the NT suggests the competitiveness of the mining investment in the 
NT needs urgent attention. One key reason is NT’s uncompetitive royalty regime. 
 
The guiding objective of the NT revenue review should be to increase the Territory’s growth through a 
more competitive tax system.  The Government needs to focus on improving the attractiveness of 
mining investment to better capitalise on the natural advantages of the NT, while overcoming the 
natural disadvantages of remoteness and a small population.  
 
A stable, competitive tax system is required for investment, especially in highly capital-intensive 
industries characterised by multi-decade investments such as mining.  Confidence in the stability of 
the tax system is a key consideration for investors deciding where to invest. ƒ  
 
Royalty regimes influence the effective tax rate that mining investors face in Australia and materially 
impact the economics of investing in projects.  Even small changes can move a project from being 
marginal to loss making and undermine the economics of a project in volatile commodity markets. 
 
Mining is a major contributor to the NT, and a major source of jobs and community infrastructure in 
both the Northern Territory and nationally – particularly in rural and remote areas.  Reform proposals 
should enhance international competitiveness and not adversely affect existing investments or create 
perceptions of sovereign risk.  Reform proposals should reduce complexity and compliance burdens.   
 
Any reforms must be informed by the commercial realities of the mining sector and economy-wide 
ramifications, namely that: 

 The NT operates in an intensely competitive global commodity market  
 While the NT has some natural advantages for resource investment, it also faces some very 

challenging disadvantages which impose high costs on investments in the Territory  
 A number of companies have made significant investments in the Territory based on the 

current royalty regime, sovereign risk is real 
 The tax environment impacts all stages of mining from exploration through to investment. 

The MCA supports genuine tax reform and is ready to engage in a constructive discussion grounded 
in tax policy principles with the aim of encouraging investment which will grow revenues and reduce 
compliance burdens.  Any changes must not apply retrospectively and must not contribute to an 
increase in the effective tax rate faced by existing mining operations. 
 
The Northern Territory government should work with the federal government to secure additional 
federal grants to offset reduced GST funding rather than increase the tax burden on the Territory.   
Supporting the Minerals Council’s proposed reforms to the GST distribution system would reduce the 
amount of GST taken off the Territory due to its relative strength in raising mining revenues.  Without 
such reforms, the Territory could lose further GST funding by increasing mining royalty rates. 
 
Simply relying on higher taxes will only impair the Territory’s capacity to grow in a globally competitive 
environment.  An open, transparent and thorough consultation with the community and industry is an 
absolute prerequisite to any enduring royalty reform.  
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1. TAX REFORM PRINCIPLES 

 Combined with company tax, State and Territory royalty systems influence the effective tax 
rate that mining investors face in Australia and materially impact the economics of investing in 
projects. 

 The guiding objective of tax reform should be to increase economic growth through a more 
competitive tax system.  Competitive and stable royalty regimes are vital to investor 
confidence and ensure the community benefits from the development of Australia’s natural 
resources.   

 An open, transparent and thorough consultation with the community and industry is an 
essential prerequisite for enduring tax reform. 

1.1 Mining and the Northern Territory economy 

The minerals industry is Australia’s largest export earner and the most globalised sector of the 
economy.  It has been a major source of growth, investment, jobs and higher living standards in both 
the Northern Territory and nationally, as well as a large contributor to government revenues. 

The mining and METS sector represents an important source of economic activity in the Northern 
Territory.  Key minerals for the Territory include bauxite, gold, manganese, lead-zinc and uranium. It 
is the second largest sector in the Territory and has the potential to continue to be a key driver of 
economic growth and development in northern Australia if Northern Territory policy and regulatory 
settings are right – including tax settings. 

The mining and energy sectors have the potential to contribute significant benefits to regional and 
Indigenous Territorians, through creation of high-skilled and well-paid jobs, with average wages in the 
minerals sector 64 per cent higher than the all-industries average.1  Nationally, more than 60 per cent 
of all mining jobs in Australia are in regional and remote areas.  

During the commodity price boom, the NT attracted $17.6 billion of mining capex - around 4% of total 
mining capex in Australia from 2005 to 20132 (this includes oil & gas including a portion of the Ichthys 
LNG spending and Darwin LNG plant).  

The recently-released Northern Territory Economic Development Framework (June 2017) identifies 
mineral production and exploration as the main drivers of economic activity and employment in central 
Australia (Alice Springs region), the East Arnhem region and Katherine region in the short to medium 
term.  To ensure this can come to fruition, the right policy settings are required if NT is to build on the 
investment that was attracted during the commodity price boom. 

1.2 Mining makes a strong contribution to NT revenues   

Mining royalties make a significant contribution to the Northern Territory.  As noted by the Northern 
Territory Revenue Discussion Paper, mining and petroleum royalties comprised almost a quarter of 
the Territory’s own source revenue - the second biggest contributor after payroll tax.  In 2016-17 
royalties amounted to $165 million and are estimated by the Territory Government to total over $750 
million over the next four years (2017-18 to 2020-21). Returns to the community also come via payroll 
tax, fringe benefits tax, GST and other indirect taxes, charges and levies.   

The mining industry makes an important contribution to the Northern Territory community and 
economy in addition to tax and royalty revenue. Deloitte Access Economics has estimated the total 
economic contribution of mining and mining equipment, technology and services (METS) to the 
Northern Territory in 2015-16 was $3.2 billion (10 per cent of total Territory activity) and 23,500 jobs 

                                                      
1 The Whole Story, Minerals Council of Australia, available at http://bit.ly/whole_story   
2 ABS Cat No 6302 Average Weekly Earnings (Nov 2017). 

http://bit.ly/whole_story
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(13,478 directly employed; 9,980 indirectly employed by the sector).3  Mining is the largest private 
employer of Indigenous Australians, with an overall rate of 16 per cent across all mineral industries in 
the Territory.4  

1.3 Australia is a high tax mining jurisdiction 

Mining is Australia’s most globalised sector.  It is therefore imperative that the Territory should adopt 
an economy-wide and Federation-wide perspective when evaluating its tax system and mining 
royalties in particular.  Company tax (Commonwealth Government) and royalties (State and Territory 
Government) are the two main fiscal instruments used by Government to extract revenues from the 
mining sector.  Company tax and royalties must be considered together for an accurate 
understanding of the total tax burden mining investments face in Australia. 

Australia’s mining industry faces a heavy tax burden compared to competitor nations.  The MCA’s 
most recent Tax Survey found Australian mining faced an effective tax ratio (company tax plus 
royalties) of 51 per cent in 2015-16.  This was the second highest tax ratio recorded since the survey 
began and well above the average rate of 45 per cent over the nine years of survey data. The 
increase in tax ratios has largely been driven in recent years by royalties. 

Deloitte Access Economics (DAE) analysis shows that the mining industry paid $177 billion in 
company tax and mineral royalties in the decade to 2015-16. DAE and state budget papers show 
royalty payments to the states are more than double what they were a decade ago, increasing from 
$3.6 billion in 2006-07 to almost $8 billion in 2015-16.  Company tax has followed commodity prices 
closely, mining royalties have remained relatively stable as production has increased.  

Chart 1: Minerals industry company tax and royalties, bulk commodity prices 

 

To realise the significant opportunities and benefits possible from continued growth of the mining and 
METS sector in the regions of the Northern Territory, Federal and Territory tax policy settings must be 
conducive to investment.  Federal corporate tax reform, in the form of a reduced company tax rate 
closer to the OECD average, is a key element to improve the competiveness of Australia’s tax regime 
for resources investment.  Also critical is that States and Territories ensure that their business tax 
burdens, including royalties are competitive.  Given the long-term nature of mining and long-term 
horizon of mining investment decisions, royalty regimes need to be transparent, predictable, enduring 
and internationally competitive.   

                                                      
3 Deloitte Access Economics, Mining and METS: engines of economic growth and prosperity for Australians, 29 March 2017. 
4 Agenda for Growth: Northern Territory Mining Industry (June 2016), Minerals Council of Australia Northern Territory Division. 
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1.5 A tax policy principles based approach to reform 

The core objective of tax reform should be to improve the competitiveness of the tax system and the 
Territory’s growth potential.  Australia is a medium-sized, open economy heavily reliant on foreign 
capital.  Australia and the Territory operate in a fiercely competitive and challenging environment 
where capital and skills are more mobile than ever.  The Government’s goal of raising revenue ‘in a 
sustainable way that does not unduly impede investment and business decisions’5, as the tax 
discussion paper notes, is sensible.   

While the fundamental purpose of a taxation system is to raise revenue for the public provision of 
goods and services, it should seek to do so in the most growth-friendly way as possible.  It is 
important that any changes to the tax system be guided by strong policy principles.  The MCA 
approaches tax reform proposals with the following high-level principles:  

 Competitive: the tax burden on the industry should be competitive with other jurisdictions 
 Stable and predictable: A stable tax system is important to encourage future investment, 

especially in highly capital-intensive industries characterised by multi-decade investments.  
Tax changes should not create perceptions of sovereign risk. 

 Prospective: Tax reform proposals should not adversely affect existing investments made on 
the basis of existing tax arrangements. 

 Equitable and efficient: Reform of royalty arrangements should be growth-oriented and 
improve the efficiency, simplicity and fairness of the tax system. 

 Strong consultation: Detailed consultation and appropriate transitional arrangements are 
essential to good tax policy design and sustainable reform. 

 
Reform proposals should enhance international competitiveness and should not adversely affect 
existing investments or create perceptions of sovereign risk.  A stable, competitive tax system 
encourages investment and is particularly important in highly capital-intensive industries characterised 
by multi-decade investments such as mining.  Equitable and efficient reform should minimise the 
deadweight loss to the economy of taxation and royalty collection.  Reform proposals should, as far 
as possible, reduce tax complexity and minimise administrative and compliance burdens.   
 
There is no strong justification for substantial change to the existing royalty system that would 
increase the overall tax burden.  The Northern Territory’s profits based system is relatively new.  It 
was introduced in 1982 and a number of mines pay royalties on an ad valorem basis under legacy 
state agreements.  Circumstances have not changed since the last major change to the regime – 
increasing the profits tax rate from 18 per cent to a very high rate of 20 per cent in 2010 - to require 
new major reforms.  Indeed, there has been little new investment in mining since then, so at the very 
least, it reinforces the importance of a competitive regime.  The significant returns the community 
receives from the current royalty system and the increasingly competitive circumstances faced by the 
industry should caution against any major changes. 

A competitive, stable and predictable tax system is critical if mining is to continue to be a key driver of 
economic growth and development in northern Australia.  Continued economic growth provides the 
necessary foundation for higher taxation revenues into the future.  The focus should be on growth-
oriented tax reform rather than increasing or introducing new taxes.   

1.4 Impacts on NT GST distribution 

The Territory revenue review has been initiated, in part, as a response to the decrease in federal 
government funding provided via the GST distribution.  The Northern Territory government should 
work with the federal government to secure additional federal grants to offset reduced GST funding 
rather than increase the tax burden on the Territory.  As noted in the discussion paper, this reduces 

                                                      
5 Northern Territory Government, Revenue Discussion Paper, November 2017. 
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the Territory Government’s budget flexibility but must be considered as means of fully funding key 
areas of public expenditure and limiting the requirement to increase taxes in the Territory. 

The Territory government must consider the impact increasing mineral royalty rates will have on its 
GST distribution.  Under current practices, the Territory will lose more GST funding if it increases its 
mineral royalty rates.   

The Minerals Council’s proposed reforms to the GST distribution system would reduce the amount of 
GST taken off the Territory due to its relative strength in raising mining revenues.  The Northern 
Territory government should continue to rigorously advocate for reforms to the GST distribution 
methods that underestimate the need for funding remote communities and indigenous programs. 
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2. COMPETITIVE AND STABLE TAX ARRANGEMENTS 

 Mining is a globalised sector; the Northern Territory competes in a fierce environment for 
mining investment.  Tax is a vital consideration for mining investment and globally competitive 
tax arrangements are a must.  
 

 Mining projects are highly capital intensive with considerable, high-risk exploration outlays, 
large upfront capital commitments, long-life assets, sophisticated technologies and long lead 
times to profitability.  Stable and predictable tax arrangements are an imperative. 
 

 While proximity to growing Asian markets for the Territory’s diverse commodities confers a 
some comparative advantage, the high cost of mining, remote locations of mine sites and 
distance from infrastructure including the energy grid impact significantly on the economics of 
mining in the Territory and must be considered in the design of the royalty regime.   

2.1 Competition for global mining investment 

Mining projects are highly capital intensive with considerable, high-risk exploration outlays, large 
upfront capital commitments, long-life assets, sophisticated technologies and long lead times to 
profitability.  Capital is extremely mobile and allocated strategically in a highly competitive global 
environment. Australia’s capacity to capture the next wave of mining investment and to secure future 
export revenues depends on ensuring policy frameworks – not least our taxation system – become 
more internationally competitive. 

Australia’s minerals industry is a ‘price taker’ in highly competitive global markets characterised by 
strong competing sources of supply from other jurisdictions.  Global competition is intense and the 
development of Australia’s mineral resources relies heavily on mobile global capital.   

The overall burden of taxation is a critical factor influencing investment decisions.  Assessments of 
the tax regime are always undertaken when evaluating potential investment opportunities. The former 
Chairman of the Productivity Commission, Gary Banks, has observed in this context that: 

No country’s taxation system is an island.  Relative expected returns across resource-prospective countries 
will be the main determinant of international investment and thus domestic activity in the long term.6 

Importantly, minerals resource projects face a number of unique characteristics critical to the design 
of royalty and tax regimes including: 

 The exploration phases preceding start-up and production are lengthy and costly, and there is 
no income during these phases 

 The development of a mine is capital intensive and requires specialist equipment and skills 
 A mining project typically has a long life and are therefore vulnerable to ad-hoc policy 

changes  
 Prices take larger cyclical swings than in most other economic sectors 
 The scale of operations can be very large, with high replacement and incremental investment 

to maintain production 
 Mining activities generally get more costly as a project matures because the resource 

becomes less accessible 
 Mine closure and reclamation incur large costs after income has ceased. 

These characteristics underscore the importance that tax and royalty regimes policy objectives 
without imposing unnecessary cost burdens – costs that cannot simply be passed on to customers in 

                                                      
6 Gary Banks, Chairman of the Productivity Commission, ‘Australia’s mining boom: What’s the problem?’, Address to the 
Melbourne Institute and the Australian Economic and Social Outlook Conference’, 30 June 2011. 
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a global market.  Competitiveness forms a critical lens through which tax policy frameworks need to 
be evaluated for mining.  

It is equally important to be mindful of the fact that different commodities operate in different markets.  
Differentiation between commodities must be taken into account when considering a competitive 
taxation and royalty regime for different resources products.  Capital investment, risk profile and 
financial return characteristics differ across minerals commodities. Projects need to be looked at in 
the context of the commodity market in which it is trying to compete and royalty set accordingly to 
attract the investment.  

2.2 Competitive taxes are critical to mining investment 

A competitive royalty regime in NT is key to helping secure the investment to drive future revenue 
gains which will rely overwhelmingly on expanded export volumes, rigorous cost control and higher 
productivity. 

The importance of competitive tax settings cannot be understated. As the IMF has noted:  

There are few areas of economic policymaking in which the returns to good decisions are so 
high – and the punishment of bad decisions so cruel – as in the management of natural 
resource wealth.7 

The overall burden of taxation, predictability of fiscal regimes is a critical factor influencing investment 
decisions. A survey of MCA members reveals that taxes and royalties is the equal second most 
important factor investors in mining consider. 

 

The trends are not in the Territory’s or Australia’s favour.  World Economic Forum (WEF) 
benchmarking of individual economies has shown a marked deterioration in Australia’s relative 
competitive position.  From being ranked in the top 10 most competitive countries in the early 2000s, 
Australia now ranks 21st in 2017-18.  ‘Tax rates’ and ‘tax regulations’ have registered consistently as 
among the five most problematic areas for doing business in Australia and are currently the second 
most problematic factor behind ‘restrictive labour practices’.8   

The recently-released Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2017 paints a concerning 
downward trend in the attractiveness and perceptions, on a global basis, for future investment in 
                                                      
7 IMF, The Taxation of Petroleum and Minerals: Principles Problems and Practice 
8 WEF, Global Competitiveness Index 2017-2018  
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mining in the NT. The NT has dropped from being the 7th most attractive jurisdiction in the world for 
mining investment in 2015 to the 27th in 2017 (of 91 jurisdictions).  Mali, Ghana and Kazakhstan all 
ranked above the Northern Territory along with key competitor jurisdictions Chile, Peru and a number 
of US States and Canadian Provinces.  Australia’s main mining jurisdictions also ranked above NT - 
Western Australia, Queensland and South Australia.  

Northern Territory ranks poorly on tax at only 40th on its taxation regime in 2017.  On minerals 
potential (covering the regulatory environment, competitive taxation, political risk and uncertainty and 
stability of the mining regime), the Fraser Institute pointed specifically noting that ‘Northern Territory 
saw a large reduction in its score and rank, moving down to 33rd (of 91 jurisdictions)’ from 22nd last 
year.  NT’s poor performance on taxation is in large part due to the 20 per cent profits based tax 
which is high compared to other jurisdictions (including ad valorem regimes).  The NT’s falling 
rankings underscore the importance of not making changes to the existing royalty regime that would 
in any way increase reduce the competiveness of the regime or undermine stability through 
retrospective changes that would impact existing investments. 

Relying on NT’s strong mineral endowment is simply not enough. While proximity to strong/growing 
Asian markets for the Territory’s diverse commodities can confer a significant comparative advantage 
on the sector relative to other Australian jurisdictions, the NT also has significant natural 
disadvantages in relation to other jurisdictions including a small population, limited commerce-
enabling infrastructure, and remote mining locations. 

Capital costs are generally higher in Australia than many competitor jurisdictions9 and remoteness of 
a number of NT’s mining operations imposes a disadvantage on mining investments.  Isolation from 
the electricity grids imposes energy costs to power mine sites.  Many mines must generate their own 
power through diesel generation, investment in solar power generation and gas pipelines. Combined 
with high labour costs mining investments in Australia, high regulatory and compliance costs, and one 
of the highest company tax rates in the world, the Territory moves rapidly up the cost curve compared 
to competitor jurisdictions. 

2.3 Stable and predictable royalty arrangements are critical 

The stability of the taxation and royalty regime is a critical factor in the attractiveness of the Territory 
as a competitive mining investment destination.  Investor certainty is undermined by regular changes 
to tax policy both for those considering a new project and for those considering an expansion of 
existing projects.  Ad-hoc changes significantly impact on a jurisdiction’s sovereign risk profile 
impacting future investment prospects. 

Investors in minerals resources commit substantial capital to long-life projects. These costs are 
typically no less than in the hundreds of millions and can add up to multi-billion dollar investments. 
Projects have long life spans up to 20 to 30 years and require major expenditure before cash flows 
begin. Investors depend on stable policy settings in these circumstances.  Stable and certain tax 
systems are a critical consideration that goes to assessing project risks and returns for investments.  

Stability and policy certainty does not mean tax systems can never change, however, where reforms 
are made, they must be prospective. Mining investments are extremely sensitive to royalties.  
Changes in taxation and royalties must not undermine the basis upon which long-run investment 
decisions have been made, nor compromise the principles of equity and efficiency.   

Stable and predictable tax treatment is vital for exploration expenditure which is vital to mining 
industry investment and to promoting a resource pipeline for future investment.  Australia competes 
for exploration dollars primarily with Latin America, North America, and Africa.  Exploration by its 
nature is inherently risky with only a small fraction of exploration expenditure resulting in discovery of 

                                                      
9 Opportunity at Risk: regaining our competitive advantage, Port Jackson Partners and Minerals Council of Australia. 
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a viable mining deposit.  Stable royalty arrangements are vital to the Territory’s competiveness as a 
destination for minerals exploration.  As the Colorado School of Mines has observed:  

Both the rate and form of taxation affect the relative attractiveness of different countries or sub-
national regions for investment in mineral exploration and development… Exploration is footloose 
in that explorers can redirect their activities to regions or countries with more favourable tax 
regimes.10  

2.4 Detailed and early consultation is vital  

Any changes to the current Northern Territory royalty regime would have implications for the entire 
mining sector both for existing projects and for those considering the Territory for new projects.  
Genuine consultation with industry is therefore essential.  Consultation and appropriate transitional 
arrangements are basic elements for good tax policy design and sustainable reform.  Ad-hoc tax law 
changes are an immense source of concern to investors. 

If there are any changes to the existing royalty arrangements, transitional arrangements for 
established operations and for projects that have invested heavily in exploration and development on 
the basis of existing arrangements is an essential element of any reform proposal.  The reality of any 
retrospective application of higher taxes is that it would increase the NT sovereign risk profile to a 
level that would impact future investment and potentially mothball existing mines or developments 
depending on the severity of any royalty ‘reforms’.  Any retrospective application would have an 
immediate impact on competitiveness. 

 

 

                                                      
10 Roderick G. Eggert, ‘Mineral Exploration and Development: Risk and Reward’, Colorado School of Mines, May 2010. 
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3. A ROBUST AND DURABLE TAX REGIME FOR NT 

 Any move to increase the tax burden on the Territory’s mining industry will risk rendering the 
Territory’s tax system uncompetitive, impact existing investments and undermine the 
Territory’s sovereign risk profile.   
 

 Simplifying and reducing compliance costs are the priority resource tax reforms to improve 
investment in the mining sector and improve economic growth prospects and consequently 
future tax revenues.  Any changes that increase the effective tax rate on existing or new 
investments would impact the entire Territory mining sector. 

 
 The MCA is open to working with the Northern Territory Government to secure a competitive 

royalty regime that delivers revenues for the community without impeding future industry 
investment and growth.  More detailed consultation through engagement with stakeholders on 
proposed policy and legislative changes will be required.   

 

3.1 Genuine reform focuses on promoting investment and is informed by consultation 

Genuine reform of royalty arrangements should promote economic activity and improve the efficiency, 
simplicity and fairness of the system.  The aim must be to increase minerals investment in the 
Territory, not short term fiscal considerations.   

Competitive and stable royalty regimes ensure the community benefits from the development of 
Australia’s natural resources.  State and Territory governments should seek to balance community 
returns from the development of resources with the need to attract investment.   

Reform should focus on simplifying and reducing compliance costs and improving efficiency, and 
growing revenue through fostering growth in investment and output, and not pursue new models that 
increase compliance costs or increase the effective tax rate on mining investments in the Territory. 
Tax regimes need to consider a competitive framework covering the three stages of a mine’s lifecycle: 
exploration, development and extraction. 

The minerals resources industry supports genuine tax reform and is ready to engage in constructive 
discussion on a competitive long term royalty framework.  Consideration of changes must be informed 
by the real commercial and economy-wide ramifications of any proposals.  Any changes must not 
apply retrospectively and must not contribute to an increase in the effective tax rate faced by mining in 
Territory.  An open, transparent and thorough consultation with the community and industry would be 
an absolute prerequisite to any enduring royalty reform. 

The MCA offers some comments on matters raised in the discussion paper below, subject to further 
consultation. 

3.2 Balancing profits based taxes and royalties 

Good resource tax systems need to balance the return to the community with the need to attract 
investors.  Royalty and profits tax systems attempt to do this and involve different trade off and risks, 
the most simple being the inefficiencies of royalties and the responsiveness of profits taxes to 
commodity prices.   

While profits based systems may result in less stable revenue flows to government, ad valorem 
royalty can prevent mine investments taking place due to long lead times to profitability, or result in 
early mine closures.  These issues require careful consideration.  

Suggestions of a hybrid system would require very careful examination but do warrant some 
consideration.  A hybrid system may be able to be designed in such a way that caters to commodity 
and mine differentiation and to other characteristics unique to the Territory.  A one-size-fit all 
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approach with ad valorem royalties is not appropriate and various rates and other features would 
need to be considered to account for different minerals.  Importantly, any such system should only 
apply prospectively.  Royalty regimes applying to current operations should be retained in the interest 
of certainty and fairness, any material changes will risk rendering operations economically unviable. 

The discussion paper also makes comments on operating costs, mineral value calculations and other 
base reforms to the existing profits based tax.  The MCA is of the view that the most critical question 
of the existing profits based regime is whether it is competitive (particularly given the 2010 increase) 
and whether it is overly complex.  Any changes to the profits based system that would increase the 
marginal rate on investments through the removal of any deductions would retrospectively impact the 
economics of existing investments.  There is no strong case for this on competitiveness grounds and 
this would risk applying royalties to the value added to the minerals by the business extracting the 
minerals.   

A basic tenant of a profits based and most royalty systems is that tax should not be imposed on 
profits generated from the capital investment and expertise of taxpayers in processing, transporting, 
marketing and selling minerals.  Royalties should be levied on the primary resource value only, and 
not on the value added in downstream operations.   

3.3 Simplification and reducing compliance costs 

A focus on simplifying and reducing compliance costs associated with the profits tax would be 
worthwhile.  The profits based system does necessarily involve some complexity and higher 
compliance costs.  There are some areas in which the operation of the profits based tax could be 
simplified for industry and for the revenue authority.  The MCA is supportive of changes that: 

 provides appropriate certainty and clarity to miners 
 minimise administrative complexities and unnecessary compliance burdens and 
 limits the potential for disputes over the interpretation and administration of the tax. 

Audit fees are one potential area for reform given mining companies and the government currently 
undertake audits effectively repeating the process at significant cost for no outcome.  Other reforms to 
reduce complexity and compliance costs for both industry and government may be worthy of 
consideration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


